ECOLOGY SEMINAR SERIES

WHEN
Thursday
February 15, 2018
3:30pm

WHERE
304 Lewis Hall
Montana State University

Presented by
BIOE 555 Communication in Ecological Sciences
Graduate students

SPRING 2018 KICKOFF SEMINAR

BENJAMIN TRIANO
Evaluating the Effectiveness of Denil Fishways for Arctic Grayling in the Big Hole River

ANDRIANA PUCHANY
Assessing the Recovery: Westslope Cutthroat Trout and Arctic Grayling in Yellowstone National Park

NICHOLAS VOSS
What Limits the Distribution of Lotic Smallmouth Bass?

Questions/Concerns/Accommodation Requests:
Contact Meghan Heim,
310 Lewis Hall, MSU, 994-2911
meghan.heim@montana.edu